Evidence supporting exclusion of the DCC gene and a portion of chromosome 18q as the locus for susceptibility to hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal carcinoma in five kindreds.
Hereditary non-polyposis colorectal carcinoma (HNPCC) syndrome is characterized by early onset and multiple cancers of predominantly the proximal colon and occasionally other organs. The mode of transmission is compatible with autosomal dominant inheritance but the location and characteristics of the putative susceptibility gene are unknown. We performed linkage analyses with the aim of proving or excluding the existence of a susceptibility locus on 18q. This hypothesis was based on the frequent involvement of the DCC gene in colorectal carcinoma and on the previously reported linkage between HNPCC and the Kidd blood group locus (JK) also on 18q. Seven HNPCC families were tested with eight polymorphisms, including three from within DCC. The DCC locus could be excluded as the HNPCC susceptibility locus in five families in which the two point logarithm-of-odds scores were -3.66, -3.63, -4.12, -7.90, and -3.74 at the recombination fraction of 0.00. In the remaining two families linkage could be neither excluded nor confirmed. The added pairwise logarithm-of-odds score for all seven families was -22.65 at the recombination fraction of 0.00. Multipoint analyses of linkage in the seven families suggested exclusion of some 60 cM in the region DCC-D18S18-D18S22-D18S7 as the site for HNPCC susceptibility locus. In addition to DCC, the excluded portion comprises JK.